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THE THIRD REICH
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I.

In the introduction to his seminal volume on Jewish life in the Third
Reich, Peter Pulzer stresses the degree to which Jews and Germans alike
viewed Nazi anti-Semitism as part of “a cyclical phenomenon that flared
during crises but would normally lie fairly dormant . . . [T]he principal
reason why German Jews underestimated the significance of Hitler’s
coming to power was . . . their familiarity with prejudice and discrimina-
tion.”1 In short, 1933 was hardly a decisive caesura, before which “lib-
eral” attitudes toward German Jewry predominated and after which a
new paradigm of racial exclusion prevailed. Instead, German liberals, like
Germans in general, had always maintained a close but fraught relation-
ship with German Jewry.2 This was a product of the liberals’ equally
ambivalent relationship to the völkisch-nationalist creed that called into
question the prominent role of Jews in German society after 1870.

Most liberals hoped to resolve this “Jewish Question”—namely, what
to do with Germany’s increasingly visible and influential Jewish minor-
ity—through assimilation. But this seemingly “universalist” perspective
did not preclude underlying anti-Semitic assumptions similar to those on
the radical right.3 Since the role of anti-Semitism defines current debates
on the origins of the Holocaust, the attitude of a party with such close and
contradictory ties to German Jewry provides a unique perspective on the
evolution of the “Final Solution” to the “Jewish Question.”

For many years, the so-called functionalist explanation has domi-
nated historiography on the “Final Solution.” Functionalists, of course,
reject the traditional (“intentionalist”) notion that Hitler and the Nazi
leadership, motivated by fanatical anti-Semitism, planned the Holocaust
from the moment they took power. For functionalists, Hitler’s anti-
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Semitism, not to mention the highly variegated anti-Jewish sentiments of
the German people, was a necessary but not sufficient cause of the cu-
mulative radicalization that led to the “Final Solution.”4 This view has
been challenged in recent years by a modified version of the “intention-
alist” argument that incorporates elements of a functionalist approach
but refuses to discard the central role of anti-Jewish ideology. While
much of this work reinforces the view that the Nazi leadership played a
decisive role in pushing forward measures against the Jews, some pro-
ponents of this new “intentionalism” insist on the active complicity, in-
deed enthusiasm, of “ordinary” Germans in eliminating Jews from Ger-
man society.5

Hence the question: Did German liberals embrace the anti-Semitic
assumptions of their Nazi colleagues? What were their reactions to the
initial wave of anti-Jewish legislation, the Nuremberg Laws, “Crystal
Night,” or the Final Solution? Were liberal attitudes toward official anti-
Semitism characterized by a pattern of growing indifference and eventual
acquiescence, as the new “intentionalism” argues? This article will ad-
dress such questions through brief case studies of three prominent Wei-
mar Democrats: the German Democratic Party [DDP] co-founder and
later Reichsbank President Hjalmar Schacht; the DDP Chairman Her-
mann Dietrich; and the Jewish Mayor of Berlin, Fritz Elsas.6 But first a
word about liberalism and anti-Semitism before 1933.

II.

From the moment in 1879 when the liberal historian Heinrich von
Treitschke declared, “The Jews are our misfortune,” German liberalism
has possessed a Janus-faced relationship to the “Jewish Question.” In-
deed, Treitschke’s infamous statement would later bedeck the arena at
Hitler’s annual Nuremberg rallies. We should nonetheless remember that
Treitschke concluded his original polemic by urging the Jews to assimi-
late into, not leave, the German Reich. Even Theodor Mommsen,
Treitschke’s main adversary in this so-called “Berlin Anti-Semitic Con-
troversy,” claimed to agree with Treitschke in principle.7 That is, while
German liberals always combated state-sponsored racial or religious dis-
crimination, many tended to encourage Jewish assimilation in return.8

In discussing liberalism and the “Jewish Question,” it is consequently
important to distinguish between “anti-anti-Semitism” and “philosemit-
ism.” “Anti-anti-Semitism” connotes a typically liberal resistance to dis-
crimination against individuals on a racial or religious basis. Outright
“philosemitism” endorses what we might anachronistically call a “mul-
ticultural” paradigm, fostering the existence of German Jewry as a dis-
tinct cultural and religious entity.9 Right-wing insinuations to the con-
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trary, very few liberals, even Jewish liberals, embraced “philosemitism.”
Among “anti-anti-Semites,” one might differentiate further between
völkisch liberals, who publicly defended the Jews’ equal right to partici-
pate in society but privately denigrated their “alien” national character,
and universalist liberals, who saw little point in preserving religious or
racial particularism of any kind.10 Despite these subtle ideological differ-
ences, all liberal “anti-anti-Semites” wished the “Jewish Question” would
soon be resolved so they might stop spending time and energy defending
their party against accusations of “philosemitism.”11

Yet erroneous allegations of “philosemitism” only multiplied after
the First World War, as right-wing parties tried to exploit the fact that
Jews tended overwhelmingly to support the left liberal Democrats. The
DDP faced a dilemma. On the one hand, Jews provided a significant
reservoir of financial support, political talent, and intellectual dynamism.
On the other hand, in many constituencies, a reputation for “philosemit-
ism” meant political suicide.12 Hence the DDP party secretary Otto Fisch-
beck openly dissuaded Jewish liberals, including Weimar’s brilliant
foreign minister Walther Rathenau, from running.13 And in 1930, the
Democrats merged with the racist paramilitary organization known as
the Young German Order, which had its own Aryan clause opposing
Jewish membership. Though the Young Germans eventually agreed to
delete this clause, many cosmopolitan and Jewish liberals withdrew from
the new German State Party in protest.14

The merger did not turn liberals into Nazis. Jewish Democrats like
Fritz Elsas and Erich Koch-Weser, the party’s first chairman, continued to
play a leading role. But even Democrats who resisted National Socialism
proved notably ambivalent regarding Nazi anti-Semitism.15 After the
State Party organized an assembly in defense of the Republic, the Demo-
crat Marcel Mitschke wrote party co-chairman Hermann Dietrich to com-
plain about the Berliner Tageblatt’s coverage of the event. The BTB devoted
only “twenty-six lines” to the assembly, “including a wholly misleading
title and entirely petty complaints . . . that really don’t interest anyone”
except that “1 percent Jewish minority that is supposedly ‘oppressed’ in
Germany!!!” It was obvious, Mitschke added, that “the State Party could
thank these repugnant ‘Weltblatt’-methods for its going to the dogs; that
is not only my conviction, but that of many who still stand by democ-
racy!”16 Another left-liberal conceded various Nazi transgressions, but
implored his party to recognize Nazi achievements in diminishing “the
destructive role of the Jewish tabloids.”17 Equally revealing is the expla-
nation of a long-time Democrat for leaving the DStP in 1933: “If I soon
leave the party it is not because I’m changing with the wind . . . but
because I really do not want to be alone in one party with the pariah
[verscheuchten] Jews. Politically I am no anti-Semite, but I’m also no
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Jew.”18 Such statements hardly clinch the case for an “eliminationist anti-
Semitism.” But to borrow from Chinua Achebe in his criticism of Con-
rad’s Heart of Darkness, while Democrats “saw and condemned” the Third
Reich’s grossest anti-Jewish transgressions, “they seemed strangely un-
aware of the racism on which it sharpened its iron tooth.”19

III.

Ever since Hjalmar Schacht was acquitted at the Nuremberg trials, his-
torians have debated the “Old Wizard’s” assertion that he always tried
“to prevent the worst excesses of Hitler’s policies,” anti-Semitism in par-
ticular.20 Initially at least, most scholars agreed with the verdict at
Nuremberg, arguing that the “business world was . . . a so-called refuge
in which . . . the Jews were able to continue comparatively unmolested
until the second half of the thirties, almost until Schacht stepped down as
Minister of Economics.” More recently, historians have begun to revise
this assumption, claiming that Schacht was never as sympathetic toward
Jews as he claimed. Though a founding member of the Democrat Party,
for example, Schacht left the DDP in 1926 and joined the conservative
opposition in 1931. Only two years later, he took over as Hitler’s Reichs-
bank president, and in August 1934, he was named finance minister.21

The historian Albert Fischer even blames Schacht, in restoring the Ger-
man economy and facilitating the expropriation of Jewish property, for
Hitler’s long-term popularity and, to some extent, the Holocaust.22

This revisionist approach ignores essential aspects of historical con-
text, however. Before Auschwitz, moderate anti-Semitism was acceptable
even among “anti-antisemitic” liberals. Thus Schacht saw no contradic-
tion in befriending and mentoring Jewish colleagues like Gustav Stolper
while simultaneously propagating anti-Semitic stereotypes.23 Schacht’s
position on the “Jewish Question” prior to 1933 is perhaps best exempli-
fied in a letter he wrote to a colleague regarding the decision of the
Socialist Reich President Ebert not to invite a representative of the Jewish
religious community to speak at a celebration in honor of the new Wei-
mar Republic. The Jewish community’s repeated insistence on “equal”
representation with Protestants and Catholics, Schacht explained, was
one of the reasons for the rise in anti-Semitism after the First World War.
“No one denied the Jews human or political equality,” Schacht con-
cluded, “but their religious values were certainly not worth fifty or a
hundred times those of other beliefs.”24 This letter indicates the struggle
of many Democrats between a liberal view that Jews deserved equal
rights as individuals and a lack of patience, verging on anti-Semitism,
with the influence ostensibly demanded by Jews as a collective ethnore-
ligious entity.
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There are superficial continuities between Schacht’s (liberal) insis-
tence on Jewish equality as individuals and not an ethnoreligious com-
munity, and Nazi policies toward the Jews in the first months of the Third
Reich. Early on, Schacht countenanced a reduction of Jewish influence in
finance and the professions, including a moderate level of Aryanization.
More controversially, he endorsed the 1935 Nuremberg Laws. Although
he disagreed with stripping the Jews of their citizenship, Schacht rea-
soned pragmatically that the laws might finally resolve the eternally
nettlesome “Jewish Question.”25

Nevertheless, when these expectations proved illusory, Schacht in-
creased his public exertions to prevent anti-Semitic excesses and private
efforts to assist individual Jews. He began to complain more frequently
about the economic consequences of anti-Semitic prejudice and con-
demned the use of violence by SA stormtroopers against Jewish shop-
keepers. For a leading Reich official to work against Nazi Jewish policy,
particularly after Nuremberg, was no easy task. Nor did Schacht’s oppo-
sition to anti-Semitic terror assist Goering in “Aryanizing” Jewish busi-
nesses or Heydrich in fomenting emigration.26

Some historians nonetheless argue that Schacht advocated Aryaniza-
tion, citing examples where he did not utilize his power to protect Jewish
banking interests.27 But what was the point of resisting the expropriation
of Jewish property in the wake of the Nuremberg Laws? The Jews were
stripped of their citizenship rights and Germany was in the midst of the
Great Depression. Why expend political capital protecting the financial
interests of individuals who were no longer citizens and who possessed,
on average, considerably more assets than the average German? This
would have been politically self-defeating and utterly futile to boot. Con-
versely, even Schacht’s most prominent critics note that Schacht did noth-
ing to accelerate the process, and may in fact have prevented some of its
worst excesses.28

Of course it is critical to distinguish between purely pragmatic poli-
cies designed to serve the German economy and genuinely magnanimous
efforts to curb Nazi policies. But while much of what Schacht pursued
before 1935 fits into the former category, it is hard to maintain that
Schacht maintained a utilitarian course thereafter.29 He castigated Julius
Streicher and the SA for their arbitrary and violent anti-Semitism, most
famously in a speech at Königsberg, which received multiple warnings
from Nazi officials.30 Schacht’s open disputes with Hitler over tempering
anti-Jewish measures were not always pragmatic, either. Goering’s re-
sulting appointment as plenipotentiary for the Four Year Plan in Septem-
ber 1936 signaled the decline of Schacht’s power and influence. Still, he
persisted in questioning Nazi policies, not only toward the economy but
also the Jews, while actively purging Nazis from his Economics Ministry
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and employing former Democrats whenever possible. Even the Jewish
businessman Hans Robinsohn, always contemptuous of Schacht during
their time as party colleagues, acknowledged that it was far easier for
Jewish businesses to avoid Aryanization under Schacht than Funk or
Goering.31

For all these reasons, it is difficult to accept Albert Fischer’s conten-
tion that “there was no discord between Schacht and Hitler.”32 When the
Führer relieved Schacht of his duties as president of the Reichsbank in
January 1939, Hitler justified his decision in a curt letter: “You simply do
not conform to the general National Socialist framework,” and “you have
refused to allow your civil servants to be evaluated by the party.”33 As
Robinsohn noted, there was a palpable “strengthening of the political
opposition” in the wake of Schacht’s dismissal.34 Suspected for obvious
reasons of complicity in the 20 July conspiracy, Schacht spent the last ten
months of the Third Reich in different concentration camps—ten months
more than most of his Democratic colleagues.35 Whether Schacht could
have done more than he did is a matter of speculation. But there is no
doubt he preserved an uncommon degree of liberal moderation and com-
passion in an otherwise virulently anti-Semitic Reich.

IV.

As we have seen in the case of Hjalmar Schacht, the experience of Jewish
persecution could turn even the most ambivalent “anti-antisemites” into
active opponents of National Socialism. Like Schacht, the State Party
chairman Hermann Dietrich was hardly known for his “philosemitic”
views during the Weimar Republic. Indeed, he had endorsed the DDP’s
merger with the völkisch Young Germans and voted for the Enabling Law
along with his State Party colleagues. Yet Dietrich would become one of
the most active “anti-antisemites” in the Third Reich, doing more than
most to insulate Jewish colleagues from the “Final Solution.”36 Through-
out the 1930s, we find letters from Jewish colleagues, sometimes once or
twice removed, requesting financial assistance, employment, or legal ad-
vice.37 Rarely did he disappoint. Already in 1933, as the major Jewish-
owned publishing firms were forced to release scores of Jewish Demo-
crats, Dietrich was there to aid them in transitioning into other jobs.38

And in 1934, always on the lookout for Jewish employment opportuni-
ties, Dietrich instructed a colleague to investigate a rumor that “a paper
will appear in the Mosse Verlag that is supposedly produced by non-
Aryan people.”39 In 1936, a former Ullstein employee, Alexander Wein-
stein, contacted Dietrich about helping him to obtain a visa. Encouraged
by the fact that Weinstein spent three years training to be a mechanic,
Dietrich promised to mine contacts to find him a job abroad.40
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Dietrich represented Jews frequently in cases of Aryanization and
emigration. Neither was terribly remunerative. According to the Arya-
nization laws, any money made by representing Jews was taxed an ad-
ditional 40 percent over the usual income tax.41 Yet Dietrich devoted
considerable time assisting Jewish acquaintances in selling their busi-
nesses and financing emigration. Even after the war began, Dietrich man-
aged to help at least a dozen Jewish men and women emigrate to Great
Britain, America, or Palestine.42 Dietrich’s motives weren’t purely mag-
nanimous. When a former DDP colleague Ernst Mayer wrote Heuss look-
ing for employment, Dietrich helped Mayer purchase a soon-to-be Arya-
nized real estate business. Mayer probably paid a more generous price
than that offered by the Nazi government.43 But he still obtained an
exceptional deal, and Dietrich subsequently used Mayer as his real estate
agent.44 Dietrich was also cautious. He does not appear to have defended
Jewish firms against Aryanization, for example, something that garnered
his Democratic colleague Waldemar Koch three weeks of Gestapo inter-
rogation.45 We should nonetheless remember that most gentile lawyers
refused to defend Jews, or at the very least exploited their vulnerable
circumstances.46 By contrast, Dietrich treated his Jewish clients with the
utmost respect, sometimes offering counsel without requiring payment.47

On a more personal level, Dietrich continued to employ his Jewish
secretary, Ms. Käthe Zolki. When the Reich Legal Association first in-
quired as to why Dietrich still retained a non-Aryan secretary in 1937,
Dietrich argued that he employed her to finish up a particular case, and
then only at his home office in Berlin-Steglitz. It is obvious, however, that
he was using her services for a great many duties.48 After Dietrich moved
permanently to his home office in July 1940, ostensibly for health reasons,
Ms. Zolki took over all formal secretarial duties. Indeed, he retained her
services even after dismissing his equally loyal “Aryan” secretary Char-
lotte Bein.49 Dietrich likewise permitted Zolki to handle both delicate
financial correspondence and most intimate personal matters. One might
assume this opened his practice to Gestapo intervention and compro-
mised friends and colleagues. Yet dozens of Dietrich’s colleagues wrote
Zolki back personally, wishing her happy holidays, thanking her for gifts
sent on Dietrich’s behalf and encouraging her “to remain brave,” no
doubt referring to the difficulty of being Jewish in wartime Nazi Ger-
many.50 Dietrich himself kept in close touch with erstwhile Jewish col-
leagues long after it was fashionable.51

Dietrich worked equally hard to help sponsor Jewish emigration. As
the last chairman of the Defense League Against Anti-Semitism, Georg
Gothein had more experience than any Democrat in dealing with Jewish
persecution. But Gothein still turned to Dietrich to intervene in the case
of the Hamburg Democrat Felix Waldstein. Dietrich reacted cautiously. In
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the seven weeks since Kristallnacht, he had contacted the American con-
sulate repeatedly on behalf of Jewish colleagues, but the conversation
invariably “ended in a very depressing fashion.” Despite the serious
situation, Dietrich complained, the Americans were hardly more favor-
able to Jewish émigrés than the Third Reich. Nevertheless, only a few
weeks after Gothein’s missive to Dietrich, Waldstein managed to emi-
grate to London.52

Of course Dietrich could only do so much. He was neither a leading
Nazi official, extraordinarily wealthy, nor exceptionally well connected.
But that is precisely why his example is so illuminating. Dietrich’s co-
chairman of the German State Party, Reinhold Maier, also a lawyer with
a small practice, found himself in similar political and financial circum-
stances. The only real difference is that Maier had a Jewish wife instead
of a Jewish secretary. Yet even after his wife and children emigrated to
England in 1936, Maier was unable to muster the least resistance to Na-
tional Socialism. Afraid that the Gestapo might take away his law prac-
tice, Maier finally divorced his émigré wife in 1943.53 Dietrich, in contrast,
managed to find employment for Jewish colleagues, help others sell their
businesses, and facilitate emigration wherever possible, all the while pro-
tecting his Jewish secretary and refusing to participate in the Reich Legal
Association in any appreciable way. While modest in its impact,
Dietrich’s long-term ideological non-conformity indicates the substantial
degree to which liberal “anti-anti-Semites” might assist Jewish colleagues
without compromising their own safety or livelihood.

V.

A legal scholar by training, Fritz Elsas entered politics during the First
World War as a Progressive (FVP) member of the Stuttgart city council.54

As a DDP Landtag representative and deputy mayor of Berlin, Elsas rose
to become one of the most influential Democrats in the latter years of the
Weimar Republic. Like many of his colleagues in the Robinsohn-
Strassmann resistance group, Elsas was a left-wing, social liberal. But
unlike Robinsohn, he joined the völkisch-inflected German State Party and
supported a temporary “dictatorship of the center” as the most practical
alternative to a dictatorship of the extreme right or left. He likewise
co-founded the journal The State is You alongside Thomas Mann and Ernst
Jäckh, Vernunftrepublikaner whose anti-Nazi antipathies were leavened by
an ample dose of romantic, anti-democratic nationalism.55

Elsas himself never accepted the Nazi “equation of National Social-
ism with Germanness.” Nor did he cite his own “Jewishness” as crucial
in shaping his resistance to the regime. To be sure, one reason for his
ability to see himself as German and not a Jew was his exceptional status.
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As a converted Protestant married to an “Aryan,” he was insulated from
persecution through a so-called “privileged mixed-marriage” [privilegierte
Mischehe]. Elsas ostensibly enjoyed the “protection” of leading Reich lib-
erals like Hjalmar Schacht and Werner Stephan as well. Despite these
“advantages,” he might have nonetheless retreated into inner emigration.
But Elsas rejected the path of least resistance, joining the incipient Rob-
insohn-Strassmann group in 1934 and devoting himself to overthrowing
Hitler. Surviving a pending Holocaust was the least of his worries.56

Among all liberal democrats—and certainly Jewish liberals—Elsas
may have taken the greatest risks and had the greatest impact. Until 1937,
Elsas’s main professional activity was advising Jews how to negotiate the
complex currency controls, Aryanization laws, and other legal restric-
tions that stood in the way of emigration. In July 1937, the Gestapo
appeared at his door and proceeded to rifle through his cabinets, finding
nothing incriminating, but nevertheless sending Elsas to the Moabit
prison for a month of interrogation.57 Elsas subsequently lost his secre-
tary and much of his clientele, and in the wake of Crystal Night he was
evicted from his apartment. Though shaken by these events, he also
seemed stirred to more active resistance [Widerstand]. For the duration of
his life, he lived with his wife in a modest apartment in Berlin-Dahlem,
studying history, working on his Romance languages, and plotting the
coming of a post-Nazi Germany.58

Elsas subsequently developed intimate ties to high-ranking members
of the 20 July Circle. After the war broke out, Elsas intensified his con-
tacts, in particular to Carl Goerdeler. As an associate of Goerdeler, Elsas
managed to meet the ardent Nazi general Walter von Reichenau, who
apparently intimated Hitler’s plans for an invasion of the Low Countries.
Through contacts in Copenhagen and Stockholm, Elsas forwarded this
information on to Holland.59 Elsas worked closely with the shadow chan-
cellor Goerdeler on plans for a post-Nazi government and was ultimately
designated to take over the Reich Chancellery. Interestingly, however,—
and indicative of Elsas’s “German national” point of view—it was Goer-
deler who insisted on a clear statement of principles against the “Final
Solution,” promising to restore equal rights for German Jews and to
support a Jewish state in Palestine for any Jews who wished to leave.60

Given the profound trust that must have developed between the two
men, it is hardly surprising that Goerdeler sought refuge with Elsas in the
days after the failed assassination attempt.61 But due to Goerdeler’s lack
of discretion, both were arrested. Unlike Goerdeler, Stauffenberg, and
Moltke, Elsas was not immediately executed. He was tortured and, after
refusing to betray any accomplices, transferred to Sachsenhausen con-
centration camp. At some point in mid-January 1945, he was murdered
by the Gestapo.62
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Elsas’s participation in the 20 July plot is compelling for three rea-
sons. First and foremost, Elsas was apparently not arrested in 1937 and
1944 (or murdered in 1945) because he was Jewish, but rather due to his
direct complicity in the 20 July plot. Equally astounding is the fact that
Elsas, a left-wing Jewish liberal who composed the bulk of the plotters’
proclamation to the German people and who occupied a leading position
in Goerdeler’s shadow government, would survive the initial wave of
executions that took the lives of so many “Aryan” generals and politi-
cians. While his marriage to a gentile no doubt protected Elsas prior to his
involvement in the resistance, it cannot have played a major role there-
after. Finally, Elsas’s close relationship with Goerdeler, Beck, and other
notable conservatives suggests the simplicity of any assertions about the
pervasiveness of anti-Semitism—much less its “eliminationist” variant—
in German society. Many of Germany’s leading generals, aristocrats, and
businessmen clearly trusted Elsas with their lives, not to mention Ger-
many’s future. He is a unique example of the potential for active Jewish
resistance, the skepticism of German elites toward Nazi anti-Semitism,
and perhaps even the lingering Rechtsstaatlichkeit of the German justice
system.

VI.

During the course of their voluminous correspondence, Karl Jaspers and
Hannah Arendt eventually turned to the question of German resistance
against National Socialism. Arendt wrote Jaspers that his assessment was
quite good, except that “you have completely forgotten about the Jews.”
The liberal philosopher responded matter-of-factly. Since the Jews were
no longer citizens according to the Nuremberg Laws of 1935, it didn’t
make sense to include them in a discussion of “German” resistance. The
fact that Jaspers was a putative “philosemite” whose own wife was Jew-
ish makes his insensitive response all the more remarkable.63 Yet, as
another liberal “philosemite,” Theodor Tantzen, put it after the war, “The
murder of the Jews was for [members of the resistance] not the central
problem. They viewed this crime together with other crimes.”64 Even
Heuss, who made an immense effort as Federal President to raise aware-
ness of the Holocaust, barely discussed the “Jewish Question” between
1933 and 1945.65

One cannot write off this seeming disinterest in the “Jewish Ques-
tion” to liberal anti-Semitism. To be sure, some völkisch-inclined Demo-
crats tacitly acquiesced to the 1933 laws restricting the Jews’ supposedly
disproportionate influence in the civil service, education, and the profes-
sions. But as Nazi persecution worsened, most Democrats did what they
could to assist Jewish friends or colleagues who had been deprived of
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their equal rights as individuals.66 The case of Fritz Elsas does little to
dispel the general impression of initial indifference toward “Jewish ques-
tions,” followed by growing political, legal, and ideological rejection of
Jewish persecution as individuals.67 Elsas was equally susceptible to the
patriotic fervor of his Democratic colleagues and possessed few special
insights as to Hitler’s “true” intentions.68 As a liberal nationalist and
converted Protestant, Elsas simply refused to see his marginalization as
peculiarly “Jewish.” That he might persevere as well as he did, organiz-
ing discussion circles, helping colleagues escape, and even plotting the
downfall of the regime, nonetheless indicates extraordinary Jewish
agency in the midst of the Holocaust.69

At the same time we must remember that liberals faced enormous
challenges in helping Jewish colleagues. Although collective action ap-
pears to have checked some Nazi measures—none more famously than
the 1943 Rosenstrasse protests—in no aspect of the Third Reich was indi-
vidual dissent more difficult than the “Jewish Question.”70 As war ensued
and the “Final Solution” developed its murderous logic, helping Jews
became an increasingly perilous business. Reinhold Maier divorced his
Jewish wife out of fear of the Gestapo. And when asked to hide a Jewish
child for a few days, the humanitarian Anna von Gierke, herself part
Jewish, confessed that “for the first time in her life, she was compelled to
refuse someone in need of help.”71

These dangers did not dissuade Democrats from resisting anti-
Semitism on a case-by-case basis.72 But rarely did they contemplate chal-
lenging Nazi anti-Semitism at a conceptual level.73 Even after 1933, lib-
erals continued to view the right-wing (as well as Zionist) obsession with
the collective fate of German Jewry as antithetical to individual equality
before the law. Virtually all liberals, from Treitschke to Elsas, shared a
general conviction that the “Jewish Question” would resolve itself
through assimilation, not greater ethnoreligious differentiation. This reti-
cence to privilege collective Jewish suffering over the problems facing all
Germans in the war can hardly be equated with “eliminationist anti-
Semitism.” To paraphrase the Democrat Mayer-Pantenius from the be-
ginning of this article, however, the liberals were no anti-Semites, but
they were also no Jews.74

Lacking the benefit of hindsight, preoccupied with survival, and dis-
tracted by larger questions of domestic and foreign policy, German
Democrats reacted similarly to their colleagues in France, Great Britain,
and the United States. On an individual basis, they expended substantial
time, money, and energy helping Jewish colleagues. But they consis-
tently failed to provide an alternative answer to Hitler’s “Jewish
Question.” By the time these otherwise well-meaning German Democrats
acknowledged the centrality of eliminationist anti-Semitism in Nazi ide-
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ology, Jewish life in Central and Eastern Europe was virtually extin-
guished.
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